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Conceptual reference models in the narrow sense are detailed descriptions of information processes in commercial domains such as retail, manufacturing, etc. They serve many usages such as business process reengineering, information systems development or business software selection. Hence, it is necessary that reference models offer the latest domain knowledge. Although there is much literature on the initial reference model creation, hardly anything has been said about the maintenance of reference models. This paper introduces a procedure model for updating reference models with regard to the implicit knowledge that is implemented in ERP software. The model uses the domain-specific knowledge acquired by software development companies. Based on implemented ERP functionality, the procedure model derives domain practices for the maintenance of the reference model.

1. Introduction

Many companies have introduced Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems in order to stay competitive and to improve and change their business strategies [21; 26; 2]. These are defined as information systems that support integrated core business processes on a single integrated database [28]. In general, ERP software is standard software, also named COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) software, which has been developed as general domain software for one or many different domains in consideration of “best practice.” ERP systems offer a broad spectrum of functionality and various alternate supported processes. They offer customizing mechanisms for the specific need of each company [15; 31]. Hence, these standard systems are very flexible due to customizing possibilities and can be adapted to market needs of individual companies [8; 23]. Furthermore, individual companies are able to gain from the ERP inherent processes and structures by adopting these “best practices” [18; 31].

Implemented “best practices” originated from previous ERP projects as the ERP manufacturer has implemented domain know-how from various ERP do-main projects or working groups consisting of ERP manufacturer and users from various companies. ERP manufacturers also gain their knowledge from academic literature in terms of reference models and descriptions of industry and case scenarios [17; 29; 30]. In this context, reference models offer valuable domain knowledge that is used e.g. for the creation and further development of standard software. Models are established as interface definitions or frameworks (e.g. [3; 7]). Therefore, they standardize the outside view of company functions (“What?”). Particularly in the academic context, reference models are created as abstract descriptions of the inside view of processes (“How?”). In this article, the latter are reckoned as reference models in the narrow sense due to their higher level of domain and company details. Normally, reference model design and software development exist separately from each other, although the implementation of functions and business processes may be based on the model. Ideally, the reference model is fully representable in the ERP system. However, individual customer requirements go far beyond these standardized reference models that are generally applicable. A study among 27 ERP manufacturers shows that approximately 50% of new features in standard ERP system products result directly from customer requirements [29]. In particular, so-called reference customers are at the forefront of this ERP maintenance and provide important and current requirements to the software houses.

Although reference models are very important for the development of ERP systems, their maintenance and updating seem to be very difficult. The problem does not occur with reference models in the larger sense, especially interface definition models. They are developed by consortia of companies, because the members have an active interest in establishing intercom-
pany communication standards. However, reference models in the narrow sense, especially domain-specific models, are excluded from these knowledge-gaining feedback cycles because companies do not have an active interest in providing their specific process implementations to the public. Having this in mind, the article strives for a procedure model that allows maintaining reference models according to the recent domain knowledge that is implemented in standard ERP systems. The article introduces a procedure model for the analysis of ERP inherent domain and process know-how and its alignment with and incorporation into domain reference models.

2. State of Research in Reference Modeling

Numerous authors have published works on the usage of reference models as tools for the development of organizations and applications (see e.g. [10, 11] for an overview). Assuming that domain knowledge can be explicated universally for a certain class of companies, reference models are a good starting point for the development of individual business processes [5]. The aspect of reuse in reference modeling especially aims at cost reduction in the context of individual modeling and implementation projects. On the one hand, this is achieved by time saving resulting from the reuse of a large base of models, and on the other hand by an implicit reduction of risk by applying reference model inherent business processes that have been proven and used many times already. As the reference model offers very detailed and generalized information from a domain, its initial development costs exceed the costs of developing an individual model [12]. Hence, a prerequisite for the realization of cost benefits is the actual multiple reuse of such a reference model. Reference models have to be adapted to each individual need in order to gain a competitive advantage from its usage. This differentiation between a universally valid reference model and the company-specific organizational model is generally directly reflected in the standard ERP systems: these systems offer relatively stable and generalized system cores, which are adapted in individual customer projects through parameterization and customization to the respective requirements [29]. For that, it is reasonable that ERP software vendors use reference models as a conceptual reference point for their ERP products. The models can serve as requirement definitions but they can also be an important part of the system documentation through their abstraction from details of implementation. For this case, three central requirements exist: First, reference models have to offer additional value. Second, they have to provide a fine-granular level of detail. Only with an adequate description of the respective application standard of the represented company class are reference models usable as conceptually functional blueprints. Third, reference models have to be maintained in order to describe the recent state of the art in process design, e.g. in goods and materials management. Old, out-dated reference models may display traditional processes and structures within the company class, but are not considered relevant e.g., technological innovations and changes. In the context of scientific discussions, researchers addressed the reference model design [1, 14, 27], and the variant management in the context of the adaptive reference modeling [9, 16]. In addition to the technical development of languages and procedure models for reference modeling, a number of reference models have been developed that respectively review domain knowledge (e.g. [6, 22]). However, the maintenance cycle for reference models in the narrow sense has not been addressed so far.

3. Research Objectives

With regard to domain-oriented reference models, many models suffer from a lack of updates or are only updated in small proportions beyond the initial development project. As the cause of this development, two key problems could be identified: lack of methodic support of the incremental updating of reference models, as well as restricted access to current domain information. Process implementations with outstanding performance that are not to be standardized are considered a competitive advantage. Hence, a publication of that know-how is not in the interest of such organizations. Such process knowledge is usually barely acquirable for (academic) reference model developers unless they have an institutionalized knowledge exchange with domain experts (e.g., within a research project).

The aim of this paper is the development of a procedure model for domain-oriented reference model maintenance based on the analysis of ERP systems. It is primarily a design-oriented approach, which derives an artifact from an identified problem (Section 4). The artefact is distributed as a possible solution to the problem (see [13]). The case example in section 5 represents and explains an extract of the evaluation.

4. Procedure Model for ERP based Reference Model Maintenance

4.1. Conditions

Contrary to research for reference model initiations, domain information for reference model maintenance will not be gathered directly by application partners (or affiliated via BPM methods), but indirectly deduced from existing domain-oriented ERP software. The procedure model is based on the assumption that the functional information can be derived from the user interface. It draws upon methods that allow such a derivation for process models and data models in the opposite direction out of ERP systems (e.g. [4, 25]). Appropriate ERP systems offer market stability in terms of a high user
base on the one hand but also flexibility in order to react to changes from their respective application companies on the other hand. The procedure model requires three conditions.

C1: There is an initial reference model, which allows for deriving structured problems and task descriptions.

C2: The ERP producers have an active interest in the evaluation of their systems by third parties.

C3: There are an appropriate number of systems available for the reference model maintenance.

Condition 1 implies that a reference model exists, which prestructures the investigated domain to a sufficient extent and sufficient granularity.

Condition 2 has to ensure that ERP vendors participate in for maintenance and further development. It is an addition on the sides of the model and software product maintenance. For example, important inputs for reference model maintenance can also be attributed to case studies or expert interviews [1]. On the side of the ERP system the procedure subordinates, e.g. the use of new technologies or the competitive analysis as a driver for further development. The initial reference model is the starting point of the procedure. The two core processes of the procedure are the system analysis and the model consolidation (black boxes in Figure 1). As the software product maintenance is a consequence of reference model maintenance and/or system analysis, it is not the focus of the article.

4.3. Internal View

In the context of ERP system analysis (cf. Figure 2), a set of case studies will be examined. The cases are typical scenarios of the domain and serve as a background skeleton for the analysis. Coarse granular tasks, as well as context parameters (data, preferences, etc.), have to be derived from the initial reference model. In that way, a uniform context for the analysis of each system is assured.

Modelers try to solve the cases with the help of the accessible ERP systems by searching for alternative solution paths within each system. Solution paths should be formally documented. The interaction patterns will be formalized as process models with suitable description languages (preferably with the process description language of the initial reference model such as event-driven process chains (EPC) or UML diagrams). Data requirement derivations based on data entry masks and attributes will be formalized with the help of data modeling languages such as Entity Relationship Models (ERM) or UML diagrams. It should be stressed in this context that the identified data structures are only extracted from the user interface - an analysis of actual data patterns of the underlying persistence layer cannot be conducted. As a disadvantage, the analysis based on user interface findings does not disclose the full potential of an ERP system. As an advantage, the superficial examination regards the actual system behavior whereas the underlying data structure does not.

4.2. External View (Procedural Model)

At the top level, the procedure model is formed as a double loop (cf. Figure 1), which covers the reference model maintenance and the enhancement of the respective ERP systems.

It is important to notice that the procedure is not a closed, exclusive procedure for researchers to gather and use the information. The system evaluations because “living” systems (with sample data) have to be accessed. In research projects for reference model creation, information supply by application partners is normally specified through the project descriptions. However, for the maintenance of reference models, researchers have to live without any formal contracts or responsibilities of application partners. As information is gathered through the actual use of the system, a usability report can be created in addition to the reference model. This usability report offers additional value to the ERP manufacturer.

Condition 3 is derived from the postulation that a reference model represents an abstraction from individual cases. Therefore, several systems are subject to investigation. The number depends on the research focus. For example, the procedure model offers the opportunity to revise only small parts of the reference model.

Figure 1: External View of the Procedure Model

Figure 2: Refinement of Sub Processes of System Analysis
that, development decisions based on platform inherent reasons are ignored.

The derivation of the data and process structures from the input sequences and UI screens is due to heuristics. Control and user interface models are allocated to model structures. Table 1 shows a corresponding excerpt of heuristics for the derivation of process structures and data structures from ERP systems.

4.4. Model Consolidation

Within model consolidation, modelers have to decide, which model structures to add to the reference model. According to Pfeiffer and Gehlert [20], after the removal of language and structural conflicts, a semantic model comparison is accomplished, which discloses extensions or reductions in the reference model. This step usually has to be performed manually because an uncritical adoption of findings from the ERP systems may risk the reference model quality. Fast moving conceptual fashions may risk the quality of the reference model. Hence, for every new insight, modelers need to decide in a critical discourse whether or not a new change should be incorporated into the reference model. In this way, new model structures are integrated into the reference model and obsolete parts are eliminated. Due to the domain-specific characteristics of each reference model and its individual objectives, it is not possible to define universally valid semantic adoption criteria in advance. In critical discussions, model maintainers and domain experts have to decide on the adoption of new model elements based on the number of appearances in the ERP systems or the importance of the individual ERP system in which the domain knowledge appears.

5. Applying the Procedure Model

5.1. Reference Model Selection

Using the example of a reference model from retail, such an approach is explained subsequently. The retail-H was originally published in 1996 and slightly updated in 2004 [6]. It is a domain-oriented reference model for the construction of ERP systems in retail that offers very detailed functional and process models as well as data models. For instance, the retail-H subdivides the article construct into three specializations, Article Supply, Article Storage and Article Distribution.

In addition, different types of articles are to distinguish, depending on the property of purchase or sale. Besides Single Articles, which must be provided with appropriate attributes like article description, price, suitability for storage and so on, there exist Article Variants (e.g. two colors of same trousers), which refer to different articles, but same article description, etc. Article Product Group serves as a collection group for multiple articles of one product group that are not sold on an individual basis. Articles, classified as Article Season are articles that are not sold regularly, but only bought and sold at a specific time. In these cases, additional logistical information has to be stored within the master data. Articles with a recursion relationship are allocated to Article Sets that are individual compilations of sales units consisting of diverse single articles. On the supply side, a recursion relationship is allocated to Article Lots, which means a collection of sales units to an obligatory total purchase amount. Article Displays consider articles that are combined for sale (e.g. in cardboard stand-ups), but are sold individually. Article Empty characterizes a multihierarchy bill of material (BOM), e.g. eleven 1-liter Coca-Cola bottles consisting of the actual product, eleven empty bottles and the packaging case. This differentiation is necessary for returning bottles, for example.

5.2. System Analysis Accomplishment

Two modellers collected and evaluated processes and data in a row of ERP systems independently on requirements derived from a case study. Exemplarily, the procedure will be
demonstrated on two systems (A and B), which were analyzed in order to update the reference model. Figure 4 shows an excerpt of the system analyses for the derivation of the article data model from different masks of system A as an example of the procedure. Within the data model, new entity types are displayed in light grey and the original reference model constructs are displayed in white.

On the mask Order Item ("Auftragerfassung", cf. 1 in Figure 4) it is possible to allocate numerous articles to each inquiry. In parallel, several Order Items can be assigned to each Article Storage (note that each article instance can only be sold once). Each Order Item can be transported with one or many Transport Utilities. Transport Utility Types can be trucks, trains, planes, etc. (cf. “Editor für Transporthilfsmittel”, 2 in Figure 4).

In addition to article units, that are called “Order Units” in the present system, it is also necessary to use Article Value, Article Weight and Article Unique (for actions or special orders). All three article types are derived from the analysis of the mask “article setting up” (cf. 3 in Figure 4). Each article type is not handled as an attribute but as its own entity type because specific additional information such as monetary units or certain grading may be necessary depending on every specific article.

5.3. Model Consolidation

The reference model will be enhanced based on the results of the system analyses. Therefore, all findings from the ERP systems (see both left models in Figure 5) will be consolidated and suitable extensions to the existing reference model will be incorporated into the maintained reference model (see right model in Figure 5).

In food retailing (ERP system A), there are different requirements for buying and selling. Weight articles such as cheese and value articles such as a 100 Euro collection of one Euro articles are traded. Unlike unit order articles, they are not counted with specific amounts but in accordance with their weight or value. They are substitutes for article groups without accurate inventory management. For example, weight articles are articles that are stored and sold with regard to their weight (e.g. wheels of cheese). Unfortunately, they suffer from shrinkage of weight by evaporation, which in turn requires intelligent mechanisms of deduction. Unique articles, which are sold only once (e.g. promotional articles), have to be treated differently because retailers do not want to enter much article master data (e.g. supplier data) and do not want to store the data for a long time in their ERP systems.

ERP system B is particularly suitable for the production, especially job production. As such, value and weight of articles are of great importance. Furthermore, succeeding articles are necessary in order to define subsequent articles once an article is not produced any more. Also alternative articles have to be specified. These articles can be used for production alternatively to the original articles. Article sets can either be Selling Sets consisting of fixed product bundles or Price Sets consisting of fixed article quantities from a variety of articles.

These identified entity types can be used for the extension of the retail-H reference model. It is possible either to add enhancements that are noted simultaneously in different ERP systems only (here: Article Weight, Article Value; dark grey entity types in the right model of Figure 4) or to add all enhancements that can be significantly contribute to the reference model according to expert opinions (Article Weight, Arti-
6. Conclusion, Limitations and Outlook

The present article proposes a first procedure model for the maintenance of conceptual reference models. It tries to overcome the difficult access to domain information once a reference model has been initially created. The procedure model builds additional reference knowledge on ERP user interfaces only. An extension towards underlying concepts (e.g., object models) is conceivable but has not been tested so far. As an advantage, the procedure model allows ongoing maintenance of existing reference models without significant entry barriers, such as comprehensive project organization or contractual assurances or liabilities. The contribution is a complementation to the comprehensive methods of reference model design.

Although the procedure model is to some extend very pragmatic and easy to apply, there are also some limitations on its usage:

First, there has to be an existing reference model with a suitable granularity and a sufficient model size as a starting point for the maintenance. This may well be the case for food retail or production in general but may not be the case for specific domains like furniture retailing, although there are many ERP systems available for that domain.

Second, suitable ERP systems have to be identified in order to gain additional knowledge for the domain of the reference model. In addition, experienced modeling and ERP experts are necessary for the analyses of the ERP systems.

Third, the procedure model – as well as the reference model maintenance – may suffer from the subjective expert views on the underlying ERP systems and the elements that will be incorporated into the reference model. However, this is a general problem of reference modeling because it is hardly possible to achieve a true understanding when designing and maintain-
ing a reference model. As a significant advantage, the acquired knowledge from the ERP systems has already run through various iterations and validations on the ERP market and therefore can be seen as widely accepted.

Fourth, the knowledge gained through ERP system analyses is mainly limited to “common practices” and may represent a low potential for the innovative development of systems based on maintained reference models. However, the maintained models are well suited for the purpose of software selection and documentation, as well as a structured, technical description of the core processes and information objects of a domain. They can potentially realize significant benefits.

The use of the procedure model outside of the ERP system domain is most likely possible but has not been tested yet and is subject to future work. Hence, further research includes the ongoing validation of the procedure model in different professional domains and with different reference models and IT systems. In addition, the integration of the presented approach into a comprehensive reference model design method and therefore the methodical coverage of the entire model life cycle is an important challenge for future research efforts.
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